Alice Jansen: (1/31/2014 12:14) Welcome to Strategy Panel on ICANN Multistakeholder Innovation webinar! Please note that chat sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior:  
Amrita: (17:03) Hello  
Joi Ito: (17:16) Hi  
Alice Jansen: (17:16) Thank you for joining - we will be starting at 16:30 UTC.  
David Olive: (17:21) THanks, Alice and welcome to all participants  
Ken Stubbs: (17:22) is this a dial in mode only participation ?  
Alice Jansen: (17:24) The audio will be streamed through the adobe connect room. Should you, however, wish to voice comments or questions during the Q&A, please join the bridge (see bridge details in your RSVP or in the notes pod).  
Ken Stubbs: (17:25) thank you alice  
Maria Farrell: (17:29) Hi Alice, many thanks for the email reminder!  
Alice Jansen: (17:29) You are most welcome, Maria!  
Alice Jansen: (17:29) The session has not started yet. We will begin shortly.  
enoss: (17:36) hello all  
Maria Farrell: (17:36) hi elliot  
steve metalitz: (17:38) First slide is 1 year out of date....  
HoseinBadran: (17:38) Hello all ... has audio started?  
judith hellerstein: (17:38) yes  
Avri Doria: (17:39) is this an ICANN panel of an GovLabs panel? I thought we were going to get an update on the ICANN Panel.  
Avri Doria: (17:39) .. or an GovLabs ... looks like GovLabs.  
enoss: (17:40) nope. ICANN  
enoss: (17:40) @avri don't be fooled by branding :-)  
Stefaan Verhulst: (17:40) GovLab supports the ICANN panel - Avri Doria: (17:40) ah, ok, the slides confused me.  
Antony Declercq: (17:44) thegovlab.org  
Avri Doria: (17:44) How could we possibly have missed it.  
Antony Declercq: (17:45) next  
Alex Deacon: (17:46) @avri - note this panel is different from the so-called fifth panel called "Role of ICANN in the Future of Internet Governance"  
Maria Farrell: (17:46) sorrym where is the doc being discussed? don't see anything new on http://www.icann.org/en/about/planning/strategic-engagement/multistakeholder-innovation  
Jillian Raines: (17:47) http://thegovlab.org/the-quest-for-a-21st-century-icann-a-blueprint/  
Maria Farrell: (17:47) thank you! could this also be published prominently on icann website? much of our community may miss it otherwise.
Jillian Raines: (17:48) Yes, of course. We are working to cross-post this material to the panel page on ICANN.org as soon as possible. Thanks!
Avri Doria: (17:48) Alex, indeed, I thought it was about ICANN multistakeholder model. I can tell the difference.
Peter Knight: (17:48) @Alice, not sure what username and password to use. I have several within the ICANN constellation!
Peter Knight: (17:48) So I'm here again as guest.
Avri Doria: (17:49) Peter, with these panels, we are all but guests.
Peter Knight: (17:49) OK, understood.
Alice Jansen: (17:49) Hi Peter, Guest is the avenue to use.
enoss: (17:54) [for later] does the panel plan to be in Singapore? perhaps presenting in a session?
Carlton Samuels: (17:55) No audio on the A/C at all
Alice Jansen: (17:55) Hi Carlton, audio works on our end. Try joining AC using a different browser.
Carlton Samuels: (17:55) Have my ears on via US Toll free n Skype
Carlton Samuels: (17:56) Thnx Alice
judith hellerstein: (17:56) Did you check to make sure you are not muted by accident
judith hellerstein: (17:56) if you tried to turn on the phone it mutes you
Ken Stubbs: (17:59) is this setup for questions or comments to be submitted only thru the chat? are there provisions for verbal questions or comments?
enoss: (18:00) chat I believe ken
Ken Stubbs: (18:00) thx
Mikey O'Connor: (18:00) they're gonna open up the bridge in a second, Ken
enoss: (18:00) oh wait. maybe voice then. sorry
judith hellerstein: (18:00) or you can join the dial up lines and pose your questions through those lines
Alice Jansen: (18:01) Hi Ken, questions can be submitted through the chat function during the presentation. Lines will be opened for the Q&A.
Alice Jansen: (18:01) Please make sure to join the bridge for the Q&A if you wish to speak.
Ken Stubbs: (18:01) i am on dial up and would like to make a comment. very hard to craft commenbt for chat room and listen at same time
enoss: (18:02) dial up Internet connection?? seriously?
enoss: (18:02) ken, you need to upgrade
Ken Stubbs: (18:02) i ment dial-in
Avri Doria: (18:02) so it about Internet governace ++ too.
Olivier Crepin-Leblond: (18:03) @Carlton: Adobe Connect sound works
HoseinBadran: (18:03) It would have been great if we would have the opportunity to go over the proposals before the call.
Maria Farrell: (18:04) +1 Hosein.
Jim Prendergast: (18:04) Hosein +1
cheryl miller 2: (18:05) Hosein +1
steve metalitz: (18:05) QUESTION: Are definitions available for phrases used in the
proposals such as "liquid democracy" and "participatory budgeting movement"? Also Hosein +1.
Carlton Samuels: (18:05) @OCL: Seems I have a localised situation. It's not worked for me all this week; this is telecon #4 for me
Antony Declercq: (18:06) @Steve Metalitz: Each proposal draft will include a definition of the terms and concepts!
Dietmar Lenden - Valideus Ltd: (18:07) +1 Hosein
enoss: (18:07) [repeating] does the panel plan to be in Singapore? perhaps presenting in a session?
john: (18:07) all of this material should have been posted online at least 1 week prior to this meeting
Evan Leibovitch: (18:07) I am amused by the reference to ICANN as a "testbed" for some of these good ideas. Even baby steps such as as the ATRT2 get pushback.
Alice Jansen: (18:08) If you are on the bridge and not speaking, please mute your line 0 dial *6 (dial *7 to unmute)
Evan Leibovitch: (18:09) What mechanisms are being considered to connect some of these ideas to the current ICANN reality.
Avri Doria: (18:10) Evan, I am assuming that would just involve an administrative decision.
Carlton Samuels: (18:10) @Mikey: "There is a layer between the hardcore and the real world that we need to develop".
Carlton Samuels: (18:10) Yessir! +1
Mikey O'Connor: (18:10) lol
Mikey O'Connor: (18:10) my typical bad choice of words. :-)
Ken Stubbs: (18:11) please put me in que for oral comment
Peter Knight: (18:11) ALAC structure and to some extent procedures are worth looking at. As I've experienced it to date, it seems to be the most decentralized and "democratic" part of the ICANN structure, though I may be wrong since my experience is limited to some two years.
enoss: (18:11) I put one twice in the chat
Ken Stubbs: (18:11) better a fire drill than 2" of snow like atlanta
enoss: (18:12) how do I queue?
Maria Farrell: (18:12) Hello, my hand is up. Can I ask a question via the conference call?
Carlton Samuels: (18:12) @Mikey: IMHO, you make the right connection. That is not so much about technology but as tool, they would be helpful
Maria Farrell: (18:12) elliot, I put my hand up in the usual fashion. think that's what mikey did, too.
enoss: (18:13) kk
enoss: (18:13) thanks
enoss: (18:16) I would love to respond
Evan Leibovitch: (18:16) +1
Andrew Merriam, Top Level Design: (18:16) Great points, Maria
Maria Farrell: (18:17) tks
Avri Doria: (18:17) Good comment Maria, agree with everything you said.
enoss: (18:17) I may as well respond here
enoss: (18:17) @maria I start by sharing that fear
Avri Doria: (18:18) but how could an uber top-up process like this do otherwise.
enoss: (18:18) then I remind myself that in the only situation where this was put to the test it was actually the folks you would most want who packed the ballet box
HoseinBadran: (18:18) Agree with comments from Maria.
enoss: (18:18) and here I am speaking of the election of karl auerbach and andy mm
Stefaan Verhulst: (18:18) Agile experimentation that includes learning and adjusting should indeed be an important objective -
enoss: (18:19) just imagine a REAL issue ending up on the front page of reddit
Maria Farrell: (18:19) I thought you meant that time. what was the japanese firm that instructed its employees to vote for a candidate (or is that a legend?)
enoss: (18:19) it would be over for the bad guys who astro turf
Avri Doria: (18:19) the voting could have been fixed instead of been abolished.
Maria Farrell: (18:19) I"m all for new methods, but let's not be naive about the political economy of it all.
john: (18:20) these webinar and online meetings are the better way to go
Maria Farrell: (18:20) It can smack a bit of 'let's elect a new people'.
Stefaan Verhulst: (18:20) Do you suggest Status Quo re: discussion on multi-stakeholdership
Maria Farrell: (18:21) The very opposite, Stefaan. I just think you are looking in the wrong place.
Maria Farrell: (18:21) Or, more generously, just not enough of the right ones.
Stefaan Verhulst: (18:22) Thanks for clarification - any suggestion that you would describe as going into the right direction?
enoss: (18:23) excellent. thanks
enoss: (18:23) @maria I was very unhappy with the RESULTS of the elections. I feel/felt that the course of history would be different if larry lessig had been elected
Maria Farrell: (18:23) Sure, Stefaan. I would love if you would take a good hard look at the structural inequalities in the current system.
enoss: (18:23) and the elections were far from perfect
enoss: (18:24) but they were NOT captured by the people you (and I) fear
Maria Farrell: (18:24) yes, too true. Elliot. Lessig would have been a superb addition.
Maria Farrell: (18:24) tks, Olivier.
enoss: (18:25) I am saying the reverse
Carlton Samuels: (18:25) @OCL: Good catch on 'cultural' dynamics and participation!
enoss: (18:25) liquid democracy filters voting in a VERY useful way
Maria Farrell: (18:26) but seriously stefaan, you could probably do with more detailed contributions re. my issue, so I will try to make a proper written contribution, too. 
Stefaan Verhulst: (18:26) all legitimate concerns -that should be taken into account when designing the experiments and thanks Maria for you willingness to contribute! Need all the help we can get -
Alice Jansen: (18:27) Note that the MSI panel has a mailing list to which you may send your input: msipanel@icann.org. All input is publicly archived.

Steve Metalitz: (18:27) This webinar would probably have been a better use of 50+ people's time if the blueprint had been available in advance or at a minimum presented in slides during the session.

John: (18:27) Kudos to whoever set up this meeting—the technology worked great.

Ken Stubbs: (18:28) +1 Metalitz.. this happens far too often in webinars.

Avri Doria: (18:28) I feel like I should write comments, but it is just so hard to believe that they would make any difference.

Enoss: (18:28) Thanks very much. I think this was very useful and helpful.

Maria Farrell: (18:28) +1 to Olivier, I also think the cultural issue—that our discourse is quite adversarial—is a problem for many. It's fine for euros like myself and north americans and probably many more, but not everyone thrives in this environment. I do think the technical aggregation approaches can probably help with this. Not everyone want s to 'grandstand'. (apols for putting it in a derogatory way)

Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (18:28) Yes @Steve especially agree on that.

Olivier Crepin-Leblond: (18:28) One last comment that's not worthy of airtime: could presenters please introduce themselves because I have no idea who is speaking and the transcript will make for interesting anonymous reading.

Alice Jansen: (18:29) Olivier, current presenter is Joi Ito.

Avri Doria: (18:29) OCL, agreed. Except for Joi, I have never been sure.

Jim Prendergast: (18:29) Alice—where is the archive of the mailing list? Thanks.

Alice Jansen: (18:29) [http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/msipanel/] [http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/msipanel/]

Chris LaHatte: (18:29) + Maria and OCL on cultural issues.

Enoss: (18:29) Beth introduced him. Olivier I think you just missed it :-(

Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (18:30) Thanks bbye.

Enoss: (18:31) and thanks all!

Olivier Crepin-Leblond: (18:31) @Elliot: yes, some people get introduced but for the most, it was voice 1, voice 2, voice 3... ;-(

Aída Noblia: (18:31) Thanks. Bye

Carlton Samuels: (18:31) Thank you all.

Maria Farrell: (18:31) Tks all.

Alice Jansen: (18:31) Thank you very much for your participation in this webinar. The panel will receive a copy of the chat transcript. Webinar archives will be posted on their dedicated webpage [http://www.icann.org/en/about/planning/strategic-engagement/multistakeholder-innovation], as well as on the announcement page!

David Olive: (18:31) Thanks to everyone.

Enoss: (18:31) Thanks again!

Bob Ochieng: (18:31) Thank you.

Hosein Badran: (18:31) thx a lot.

Dev Anand Teelucksingh: (18:31) Thanks everyone; take care all.

Pepe: (18:31) Thank you.

Peter Knight: (18:32) Bye all from Rio 86 F.